Auditory cortex tracks the temporal regularity of sustained noisy sounds.
Neuroimaging studies have revealed dramatic asymmetries between the responses to temporally regular and irregular sounds in the antero-lateral part of Heschl's gyrus. For example, the magnetoencephalography (MEG) study of Krumbholz et al. [Cereb. Cortex 13, 765-772 (2003)] showed that the transition from a noise to a similar noise with sufficient temporal regularity to provoke a pitch evoked a pronounced temporal-regularity onset response (TRon response), whereas a comparable transition in the reverse direction revealed essentially no temporal-regularity offset response (TRoff response). The current paper presents a follow-up study in which the asymmetry is examined with much greater power, and the results suggest an intriguing reinterpretation of the onset/offset asymmetry. The TR-related activity in auditory cortex appears to be composed of a transient (TRon) and a TR-related sustained response (TRsus), with a highly variable TRon/TRsus amplitude ratio. The TRoff response is generally dominated by the break-down of the TRsus activity, which occurs so rapidly as to preclude the involvement of higher-level cortical processing. The time course of the TR-related activity suggests that TR processing might be involved in monitoring the environment and alerting the brain to the onset and offset of behaviourally relevant, animate sources.